RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
SAFETY EVERY TIME
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Textown Journey
TEXTOWN GROUP, one of the prominent RMG manufacturers and exporters of
Bangladesh, is a 100% export oriented vertically integrated Knit Garments manufacturing
industry. The Group of Companies began its journey in the year 1991 through minuscule
operation and expanded substantially over the years in terms of diversity of operations,
production, clientele and export. Today, Textown is proud to have the experience of
working with some of the world’s renowned clothing brands. Superior product quality,
strong commitment to our customers, and timely delivery has contributed to the success
of our growth.
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Vision

Gradually expand the Company to reach
a level that provides sustainable growth
opportunities for the Company and its
employees and create a skilled workforce
for the Company as well as the garment
industry as a whole.

Mission

Our mission is to ensure sustainable growth and customer
satisfaction by
Delivering highest quality of products
Integrating experience with technology, innovation, engineering
and designing skills
Providing quality products at affordable prices
Becoming innovative, cost effective and competitive
Providing opportunities of growth for our employees
Becoming innovative, cost effective and competitive
Providing opportunities of growth for our employees
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At a glance
4 Factories
4,000 Skilled
Professionals
Annual Turnover
36 Million USD
1.5 Million Pieces of
Clothes Per Month
Markets place
European countries and all
over the world.
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Products and Category
Textown product portfolio includes knitted garments like Polo, Trouser, Jacket,
Yoga, leisure and sportswear fuels our growth. Our holistic approach towards
sustainability has made us achieve certification like Organic cotton GOTS,
OCS, BCI, GRS, Made in Green and C2C.
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Global Footprint
Through vertically integrated set-up, Textown has made a global footprint with client
portfolio spanning across 10 countries in Australia, Europe and Asia. The products
are 100% various Top-Quality Knit wear for Men, Women and Children. Specialized
in Cotton, Polyester, Linen, Bamboo, Viscose, Modal and Polyamide with functional
finishes engineered with fancy yarn and knit.

CANADA
EUROPE

ASIA

USA
AFRICA
SOUTH AMERICA
AUSTRALIA
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BRANDS
BRANDS

Textown is proud to work neck to neck with
top global brands such as Benetton, K Mart
Australia, Kappahl, Lidl, Glorea Jeans, OVS,
Primark and Sumikin Bussan.
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Capacity

30 Metric tons per day
Machine Brands

Fukuhara, Pai long
Shie Dim
Number of Machines

Knitting
Textown is equipped with modern
technology and vertical set-up
producing 30 MT world-class fabric
daily.
By using organic and international
standard yarn, it produces variety of
fabrics.

56 Sets
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Dyeing and Washing
With precise technical expertise, Textown dyeing unit is capable for
dyeing 28 MT of knit fabric per day.
The challenge of saving ground water, Textown dyeing has opened
new era in recent textile market where at least 25 liter per kg water
used less compare to other peer companies .The ultra-modern
machineries along with latest eco-friendly dyes-chemicals usage
make its product more lucrative to the end-customer. Apart from
cotton products, Textown is dominating in producing polyester
and polyester elastane blends in the market.

Capacity

28 Metric tons per day
Machine Brands

Brazzoli, Fong’s
Suntex, Dilmenler
Number of Machines

21 Sets
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LAB and ETP
The in-house water treatment plant assures water quality and
returns back to nature. The state-of-the art lab with the facility
of brand new raw-material testing machines accurately ensures
higher output between lab & bulk production. Apart from this,
professional team comprising of textile engineers, chemist
confirms different physical testing of finished products as per
buyer require method.
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Garments
With a structured set-up Textown is very focused in their
production process by monitoring every minor detail.
Starting from sampling to cutting and from stitching to
finishing and meeting time-line is done dedicatedly by the
team of Textown.
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Backward Linkage
Textown also have backward linkage facilities to ensure all
sorts of sourcing like Embroidery facility, Woven & Printed
Label, Twill tape, Swing Thread, Elastic and variety of in-house
trims and accessories production.

Printing

High tech printing
machinery with R&D team
in our printing unit is
capable of producing 1 lac
pcs of print on a daily basis.
Capacity
1,00,000 pcs per day
Machine Brands
M&R, Mimaki
Number of Machines
20 Sets
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CSR and Compliances
Textown maintains all the safety measures as per compliance. Several
training Programs on occupational Safety and Health hazard runs
round the year.
Free Medical Treatment, Day care, Safe drinking water and dining,
dedicated breast-feeding corners are facilitated by us. Besides, we also
provide scholarship for students, Funding to rehabilitate the paralyzed
people. By practicing all these Textown has been able to receive various
certifications.
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Covid 19 Initiatives

Textown also took immediate steps to ensure safety to all its
employees during this Covid-19 pandemic.
We have taken the necessary safety measures from the entrance
to the production floor. We have ensured the safety of each and
every individual working during this pandemic. In addition
to providing safety logistics, we have also conducted training
programs to create awareness among the workforce.
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Sustainability

To ensure sustainable growth Textown has skilled
Textile and industrial engineers who apply the right
methods of saving water, energy, waste managements
and recycling. By partnering with IFC, WST, GIZ GHG
emission were also reduced in large quantity. ZDHC
(Zero discharge of Hazardous Chemicals) guidelines
were applied to discharge treated effluent water. To
ensure Transparency Textown is sharing utility and
other data through HIGG and IPE platform also Being
a socially responsible industry, Textown annually saves
106.17 million Lit of water through the sustainable
dyeing process. In 2019 ,252 tons GHG emission were
also saved.
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Corporate Office
+8802-222298670-2

374, Road No: 28, New D.O.H.S
Mohakhali, Dhaka-1206, Bangladesh.

Factory Address
Dewan Idris Road, Bara Rangamatia
Ashulia, Dhaka, Bangladesh

